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Testimony of a market gardener in the village of Tollo located
in the commune of Samba, Burkina Faso
1. What is your name?
2. How old are you?

My name is Odette KONKOBO

I'm 52 years old.

3. Do you have children? If yes, how many? How old are they? I have 7 children - 5 girls and
2 boys. The girls are respectively 31, 25, 22, 15 and 12 years old. The boys are 27 years old and 18
years old.
4. Can you describe what it is like to live here? What makes life difficult? What is the best way
to live here?
Poverty and food insecurity are the biggest challenges facing our village. Still, we
get along very well.
5. How were you involved in this project?
I have benefited from plot in the market garden due
to my commitment to the development works. Before the development of this site, I already had a
small vegetable garden in a neighbouring village. When the site development work began, I actively
participated. That's why I got a piece of land that I use.
6. Can you describe the work of the partner? ODE agents are always present in the field to help
us with technical advice and training. They supervised all the work in the market garden. They
provided us with the inputs and materials needed to start production. They also involved the
agricultural officer (a state official) in our technical staff so that even after the end of the project, we
continue to benefit from this framework. We are satisfied with their work.
7. What did this / your involvement in this project bring as a change in your life? Before the
development of the market garden, I sold dolo (local beer made from sorghum). The preparation of
dolo is a difficult job that takes three days and consumes a lot of wood (fuelwood is used as a source
of energy). In addition, the price of sorghum (the main raw material for dolo) is often increased due
to periods of drought or, sometimes, flooding, which drastically reduces yields. Sometimes sorghum
comes from other places, and the cost of transport makes it too expensive. Every time I was preparing

dolo, in the best of cases, I could have around 2,000 FCFA as a profit. Sometimes I made a loss and
ended up in debt.
On the other hand, vegetable production is far better. Even though, last year I did not have enough
money, because I only made 14,000 FCFA. It was my first production on this site whose soil was
poor. I could not get enough organic manure. In addition I did not know good technical practices. It
was a year of learning. However, I can assure you that this is an activity for the future. The proof is
that this year, I grow onions and African aubergines. The onions are not yet mature, but I have already
sold some African aubergine for more than 20,000 FCFA. And I know that onions and the rest of the
aubergines can bring me at least 25,000 FCFA. In total, I estimate my profit for this year will be at
50,000 FCFA, much better than the 14,000 FCFA I made last year. Next year, if I do more, I can
make even more.
The money I earn allows me to contribute significantly to the different needs of my family, such as
food purchases, school fees for children, and participation in certain socio-cultural events such as
funerals, weddings, etc. All this allows me to guarantee my dignity and a certain esteem in society.
I'm proud of that.
9. What are your dreams for the future? Or, what do you think life will be for you in 2-3 years’
time? I dream of buying a new bike and I know that if it pleases God I will be able to do it in 2 or 3
years.
10. Do you have anything to say to the people who support Christian Aid?
I would like to
thank all those who contributed to making this site a reality. You cannot imagine how vital it is to us.
It is a source of hope and dreams for us and our children. A lot of other women and even men are
still in extreme poverty and would wholeheartedly want to benefit from plots to grow vegetable crops.
But so far these people are still in despair because the 2ha site is not large enough. The site
management committee has broken it down so that many people have plots. We are currently 49
producers (23 women and 26 men), each with a plot of approximately 400 m 2. Still, it is not enough.
This is not to say that what has been done is small - on the contrary it is enormous. It is rather our
needs that are much.
My prayer is that God helps them to be able to help others.
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